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(54) Automatic speed control device for regulation of vehicle spacing

(57) An automatic speed control device for a vehicle
includes a distance measuring sensor (3), a vehicle
speed sensor (5) and a control unit (9) for controlling the
vehicle speed. In the control unit (9), a target speed de-
termining section (11) determines a target speed corre-
sponding to a distance detected by the distance meas-
uring sensor (3) and the vehicle speed detected by the
vehicle speed sensor (5). A speed storing section (13)
of the control unit (9) stores the detected vehicle speed
as a set speed. A selecting section (15) of the control
unit (9) selects the smaller one of the target speed and
the set speed. A speed control section (17) of the control
unit (9) controls the vehicle speed so as to be the smaller
speed selected by the selecting section (15). When los-
ing the preceding vehicle, the speed control section (17)
further controls the vehicle speed so as to maintain a
present vehicle speed until the driver's vehicle reaches
a lost point where the preceding vehicle was lost.
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